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Abstract:
CMOS technology is crucial for the foundation of next‐generation computing in various
application domains. This fact fuels a strong technical appetite for further CMOS scaling down to
3nm and beyond. However, this necessitates the development of new device architecture beyond
FinFET in order to overcome the barrier of CMOS scaling as it exists now.
In this study, we will review a few key innovative device architectures such as Forksheet and
CFET for next‐generation CMOS device architectures. We will share the results from device to
block level performance to provide comprehensive views of new architectures. However, it should
be pointed out that innovative device architectures alone may not be sufficient to enable cell and
block‐level scaling. Since performance impact and routability of a block strongly depends on
interconnects in advanced architectures, we believe the innovative interconnects should be
simultaneously considered in combination with device architectures in sub‐5nm node. As an
example, we will provide a deep dive into smart power delivery with buried power rails and the
optimization of power distribution networks.
Finally, we plan to discuss the challenges and opportunities of 2D materials for beyond SI
channel for next‐generation CMOS scaling.
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